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Branding 2 Humanity

Branding 2 Humanity would like to thank
HomeAway for the opportunity to create an
innovative campaign that directly targets
Millennials ages 18-34.

Branding 2 Humanity
Branding to Humanity is an advertising
agency dedicated to providing the highest
quality branding.
Our ultimate goal is to help our clients reach a
wide range audience with a message that
resonates.
Our team consists of out-of-the-box thinkers
that bring a unique and creative perspective
to the table.

We help companies’ strategize the
most effective way to reach a target
market that desires their product or
service.
We use secondary and preliminary
research to create a creative campaign
that will resonate with the established
target market and ultimately create
growth.

Executive Summary
We conducted a survey with 100 respondents
and one-on-one interviews to gain insight on
HomeAway, the vacation industry, and how
millennials ages 18-34 travel.
Our results show that Millennials love traveling
with friends and family but the majority of
them have never heard of HomeAway.

We learned that the respondents who have
heard of HomeAway perceive the brand as
upscale and sophisticated.
The majority of our respondents shared that
they use Snapchat, Facebook, and Instagram
to stay current on news, trends, and events.

Executive Summary
Target Market:
Millennials, ages 18-34
Total Budget:
$5 Million
Creative Strategy:
“The whole crew in one location.”
Slogan:
Let’s HomeAway.

Research Methodology
We conducted personal interviews and a
survey for our research.
For the personal interviews, we talked to
people ages 18-34.
We wanted to hear what people within
our target market thought about
HomeAway.

For the survey, we first asked if the
respondent had ever used a vacation
rental website. If the respondent
answered yes, they were able to take
the rest of the survey.
If the respondent answered no, they
were forwarded to a question asking
them why they have not used a vacation
rental website before.
Our survey led to many insights about
HomeAway and also their competitor,
Airbnb.

Situation Analysis
HomeAway has over one million live
vacation rental listings in 190
countries.
HomeAway is committed to helping
families and friends find the perfect
vacation rental to create
unforgettable travel experiences
together.
Their mission is to make every
vacation rental home in the world
available to every traveler in the
world through their online
marketplace.

Situation Analysis

History in the making
2005

Brian Sharples and Carl
Shepherd establish
HomeAway Inc. in Austin,
TX and acquire five
leading sites in the U.S.
and Europe.

2006

HomeAway.com launches
as the world’s most
complete vacation rental
website with 60,000
property listings.

2015

Expedia Inc. agreed to buy
HomeAway Inc. for $3.9
billion in cash and stock.

Situation Analysis
On SiteJabber.com
HomeAway received 496 reviews

Since the expedia deal, not everyone is
happy.
According to reviews online, many of the
owners and renters say their fees have risen.

417 respondents gave the company 1 star
out of 5.

417
496

84%

Situation Analysis
The vacation rental industry is
increasingly relying on reviews.

Trends

Many people will not stay somewhere
without first reading reviews from
others who have stayed there.
Traveling with family and friends.
According to our survey, the majority
of people like to travel with family but
bring along friends too.
The rise of “celebration vacations” has
boosted the growth of the vacation
rental industry.

Situation Analysis
The homeowners can boost their reviews
online by making sure their properties are
clean and comfortable to stay in.

Opportunities

When people read good reviews on
properties, they are more likely to book
their vacation.
Over 70% of people say they have taken a
vacation to celebrate a special occasion.
Celebration vacations are ideal for
staying in a vacation rental house
because there are more people in them
average traveling party.

Consumer Analysis
According to our survey, people who use
HomeAway love to travel in big groups of
family and friends.
Consumers enjoy renting houses when they
travel for privacy reasons and for everyone to
be able to stay together.

We found that people want to stay
with HomeAway because they have
had negative experiences with hotels
and want to try something new.

Consumer Demographics
10% 18 - 24 YEAR OLDS
26%

25 - 34 YEAR OLDS

20% 35 - 44 YEAR OLDS
20%

45 - 54 YEAR OLDS

14% 55 - 64 YEAR OLDS
10%

65 YEARS & OLDER

Situation Analysis
Redbooks.com shows that total sales for
HomeAway are $167,884,000.
The global vacation rental market is
predicted to reach $169.7 billion by 2019.
In 2012, U.S. travelers spent $23 billion on
vacation rentals.
According to realtor.org, 40% of vacationhome purchasers purchased in the beach
area, 19% purchased in the mountains or at
a lakefront and 16% purchased a vacation
home in the country.
Nearly half of all vacation homes bought last
year were in the South.

Market Analysis

Situation Analysis
HomeAway’s peak months of sales are January,
February, March, May, June and July.
Perceived benefits of HomeAway is more room
and privacy.
Our survey shows that people who book with
HomeAway think that the website is easy to use.
They also enjoy the reviews found under the
homes that are available to rent.

Productive Analysis

Competitive Analysis
1,415,739
likes on Facebook
33,275
followers on Twitter
28.9 K
followers on Instagram
$7,306,196
Total media spending in 2015
3,167,202
unique website visitors
79,817,850
page views
Spot TV
Spends most ad dollars on
Less brand awareness for people
18-25

Competitive Analysis
2,803,430
likes on Facebook
473,449
followers on Twitter
925 thousand
followers on Instagram
$29,052,382
Total media spending in 2015
6,208,010
unique website visitors
239,220,601
page views
Cable TV
Spends most ad dollars on
More brand awareness for people 18-25

SWOT
STRENGTHS
Allows a customer to rent the entire house
while on vacation.
Vacation rental listings in over 190 countries.
Possess a sophisticated brand image.
HomeAway is ideal for people traveling in big
groups of friends, family and pets.
HomeAway gives more privacy than hotels.

WEAKNESSES
HomeAway spends less money on
advertising compared to their competitor,
Airbnb.
HomeAway has fewer social media followers
on all platforms compared to their
competitor, Airbnb.
Lacks brand awareness, especially with 18-24
year olds.
According to Redbooks, HomeAway did not
advertise on cable TV in 2015, while its
competitor, Airbnb, spent $10,969,741
advertising on cable TV.

SWOT Opportunities
Social media has more room for growth.
HomeAway can add more media platforms
such as Snapchat to help reach a younger
audience. According to our survey, 42.4% of
our respondents use Snapchat at least once a
week.
According to our survey, very few of the
people used an app to access the vacation
rental site. HomeAway can focus on making
their app more user-friendly so people will
begin to use their mobile app more.
According to our survey, 56.9% of our
respondents watch TV through online
streaming sites such as Hulu and Netflix.
HomeAway could advertise on these
platforms.

SWOT Threats
The laws may change for
rental houses.
According to our survey, more
of our respondents choose to
stay in hotels over rental
houses.
Competition is intensifying
from both direct and indirect
competitors. Hotels are
increasing their amenities and
technologies to attract guests.

Problems & Opportunities
According to our survey, a lot of
18-24 year olds say they lack the
money and the time to travel.
Airbnb has more “likes”,
“followers” and “subscribers” on
every social media platform.
HomeAway has negative reviews
on several internet sites.

Problems & Opportunities
HomeAway can use its advertising to reach
18-24 year olds through social media
platforms and television so they think of
HomeAway first when they acquire enough
money to travel.
HomeAway can put more money into
advertising and promoting its social media
sites. This is especially important since
HomeAway wants to appeal to younger
generations.
HomeAway can reply to negative reviews to
identify customer concerns and elevate the
rental experience.

Target Market Profile - The Trend Spotter
Amy is 24 years old and resides in
San Diego, California. She is currently
going to the University of California in
an effort to get her Masters in
Psychology.
Amy is the Associate Manager at the
local Forever21 and has an annual
salary of $18,500. She drives a 2010
Toyota Camry and has the latest iPhone.
Amy identifies herself as a “foodie,”
and on her few days off each week,
she likes to travel around town with
friends to find the latest hot spot
restaurant.

AMY TRAN

Amy likes to snap pictures of her
findings and post them on Snapchat
and Instagram.

Marketing & Advertising Creative Objectives
Our Marketing objective for HomeAway is
to increase their sales BY 20% and
ultimately surpass the total sales for 2015.

In order to reach the Marketing Sales goal
in mind, HomeAway must undergo an
image modification.
We plan to create something warmer,
more relatable and engaging than what is
currently being offered.
Through this, buzz will be created
amongst the new target demographic and
excite the existing customers.

Marketing Communication - Strategy Overview
The Communication Goal for the
2017 Advertising Campaign is to:

Increase awareness up to 20% by
expressing that HomeAway is a
convenient and affordable tool
for millennials to use when
traveling.

Marketing Communication Strategy
B2H will increase HomeAway’s presence on
the media fronts millennials use most and
increase their likelihood of reaching the
target demographic.

B2H will execute this campaign with a
combination of interactive, Out-of-Home,
social media, Digital Tv advertising and
Streaming Tv advertising for a year around
campaign for HomeAway.
We have decided to implement this method by
using majority of the budget on out-of-home
marketing, such as billboards, and interactive
bus stops. These methods are efficient because
they offer high reach and frequency at a low
cost.

Advertising Message

“The whole crew in one location.”
“Let’s HomeAway.”

Creative Strategy
Media delivery of messages
Through the use of humor, and creative
cartoons of birds personifying customers,
along with a traveling bird house, we will
create a campaign that successfully targets
millennials but does not shut out families, or
house owners.

We interviewed some Millennials and asked them
questions about their current perception of
HomeAway. In doing so we discovered Millennials are
not aware of HomeAway and if they are, their
perception of it is as an “upper class” service, a
service for “families”, or “something their parents
would use”. We want to change and shift gears with
this creative campaign.
Millennials are the new staycation travelers,
preferring to travel in their home country, rather
than abroad. According to Usa Travel “on average,
Millennials took staycations 3.1 times during the
past year... And that trend is only set to increase
from there: 34 percent of Millennials intend to take
even more staycations in the next year.” There is no
better time than right now to start targeting
millennials in the United States.

Campaign Concept | Positioning Statement
Targeting

Category Reference

The Benefit of
HomeAway

Reasoning

Young travelers 18- 34 that love to travel in big group

Inexpensive vacation option
Offers an affordable vacation option while providing
privacy, comfort, freedom and the opportunity for its
customers to stay together.
The cost of staying in a HomeAway vacation rental,
on average, is $99 a night. While the cost of staying in
a hotel, on average, is $118 a night. This is before figuring
in the savings from meal cost, laundry service, and valet parking,
all non-existent issues when staying HomeAway.

Creative Tactics

Creative Reasonings
Millennials love cartoons, grew up in the ‘90s, a
time when animated cartoons were at their
prime. Shows like Sailor moon, Powerpuff girls,
Hey Arnold and Dragon Tails are a few that
millennials frequently watch and relate to.

Some of the more adult cartoons are like
Family Guy, Southpark, Beavis and ButtHead and a newer edition, Archer are still
popular among millennials.

Creative Reasonings
We want to tap into the millennials love of
animation and storytelling. This campaign does
that with the HomeAway crew, a group of three
birds, Deb, Pablo and Kelsi.
These three birds were specifically created and
chosen based on their personas. Deb is the
Hippie and peace keeper. Pablo is the foodie and
alcohol enthusiast. Kelsi is the trendsetter in
fashion and music. All three of these characters
millennials can directly relate to.

Together they tell the story of HomeAway, a
company that offers a comfortable staycation, with
enough room for everybody, at an affordable
price.
This campaign speaks to millennials with a
message that resonates but does not turn off your
house owners or current market, families.

Meet The Crew

Deb

The hippie and peace keeper of
the crew. She loves yoga and
spends all her free time outdoors.

Pablo
The foodie and alcohol enthusiast. You
can find him at your local pub, trying
out the newest additions on the menu.

Kelsi
The trend setter. Always cool, calm and
collected. Count on Kelsi to be on top of
the hottest up and coming events.

Billboard

Billboard

Billboard

TV Storyboard

TV Storyboard
Scene 1
Music
Scene 2
“Silver City” by Ghostland Observatory
Scene 3
SFX: (Calling Ring)
Scene 4
SFX: (Nature, Birds)
Scene 5
SFX: (Incoming Ring)
DEB – “Hey Kelsi what's up?”

Scene 6 (Split Screen)
KELSI – “Deb! I was just listening to some tunes and
you know what I was thinking about. That time we all
went to SX and had a blast.
DEB – “That was also Kelsi, we should do that again this
year.”
KELSI – “Exactly what I was thinking.”
DEB – “ Call Pablo!”
KELSI – “Alright give me a sec.”
SFX: (Outgoing Ring)
Scene 7
SFX: (People Talking, Street Sound)
SFX: (Incoming Call)

TV Storyboard
Scene 8
PABLO – “Yo! Que pasa Kelsi”
Scene 9 (Split screen)
KELSI – “Hey Pablo! Deb is on the other line.”
DEB – “Miss you Pablo”
PABLO – “Wait what?! What is this?!”
KELSI – “We were just talking about that time we all went
to SX and what a blast we had. “
DEB – “Yeah, we should do it again this year.”
PABLO – “For sure, where would we stay?”
KELSI – “Let’s HomeAway”
PABLO – “I’m down, let’s do it.”

Scene 10
SFX: (Music Continues)
Scene 11
SFX: (Music Fades Away)
LET’S HOMEAWAY

Social Media

Social Media

Snapchat Filters

HomeAway Bus Stop
The HomeAway bus stop,
traveling HomeAway bird house
and the HomeAway crew, all
contribute to a unique creative
campaign that will capture the
attention of Millennials through an
interactive campaign.

Traveling Bird House
According to thetinylife.com 42% of tiny
house owners are under 40 years of age, and
this trend is projected to increase as
millennials age.
This Tiny House movement inspired us to
create the HomeAway traveling bird house.
The bird house will follow the campaign as it
moves across the United States, catching
attention and enticing people to discover
what's on the inside.

BYOB Competition | Build Your Own Bird
The build your own bird competition, or
BYOB, will accompany the campaign and
encourage people to become fully engaged
with the HomeAway brand by designing their
own bird.

An outline of the original bird we created will
be offered, along with a variety of clothing and
accessory options, as well as an unlimited color
palette, so they can make their bird as original
as they please. If the consumer wishes to draw
and design their own bird, that will be accepted
as well.

BYOB Competition
When their birds are completed they will be
asked to name it and encouraged to share
their creation on all social media platforms
with the Hashtag #buildyourownbird
#letsHomeAway and tag @HomeAway to
enter the competition.

The top 3 most popular birds will be created
into digital renderings and eventually a 3D
model.
This 3D model will accompany the 3D model
versions of Deb, Pablo and Kelsi in the
Traveling bird house as it follows the
campaign across country.

BYOB Competition
The digital version of the top 3 winners of the
HomeAway Build Your Own Bird Competition
be seen scattered throughout the social media
campaign.
The winners will also be offered a free
HomeAway rental and encouraged to share
their stay via social media.

This contest will bring traffic to the website
as a result of the birds being created on the
HomeAway website.
Contestants will be asked to share their
birds with a hashtag on social media, free
promotion.
This contest will encourage creativity and
draw people closer to the HomeAway
brand.

Build Your Own Bird

Accessories

Media Plan Objectives
B2H selected a pulsing schedule based on the
fact that the product, travel website, is a tool
that can be used year round yet experiences a
peak in usage at certain periods of the year.
For the months of
June, July, and August,
we chose a high frequency and high reach.
This is due to the high amount of traveling done
within these months.

For the months of March, May, and
December, we chose a moderately
low reach and a high frequency.
This is in effort to heighten brand
recognition - thus gaining new
consumers when travel season
approaches in the upcoming months.
For the months of January, February,
April, September, October, and November,
we chose to have a low reach and low frequency
schedule since consumers
travel substantially less during these
months.

Media Plan Objectives

Ad-To-Sales Ratio

HomeAway has a significantly low
advertising-to-sales ratio which means
that the company has spent little to gain a
good portion of the market share.
In other words, HomeAway’s current
advertisements are effective.

Yet as the company continues to grow, it
is making an effort to tap into a new
target market: millennials.
In effort to do so, HomeAway must
perform a few changes to its media
objectives, strategies, and tactics.

Media Strategy

Media Strategy

Media Strategy

Media Tactics

Media Tactics | Flow Chart

Budget

Campaign Evaluation
The communication goal for this campaign
is to increase awareness by 20%.

We will use Google Analytics to track
website traffic, behavior, acquisition,
and conversion.

By using different mediums for this
campaign we will reach our target market
within different vehicles.

Twitter Ad Analytics to monitor online
engagement and social impact.

To measure the effectiveness of our reach
and interactive campaign we will have
online surveys sent to customers who visit
the HomeAway website.

Facebook Metrics will analyze click
through rates, engagement, likes, comments
and feedback.
YouTube Analytics to monitor
engagment, views, social impact and
viewer feedback.

Appendices | Research Findings
Target Market Profile
Between ages 18 - 34
Unmarried or newly engaged

Resides in a mid-range, or
rented home

Zero to one children

Uses Social Media to keep
updated with current events

Currently IS, or has, attended
college

Has a mindset that their phone
is their life

Makes less than
$20,000 a year

Has over 6 free Apps on their
phone

Appendices | Research Findings
Through a survey conducted of over 100
respondents we discovered people enjoy
traveling with family and friends;

Many of our respondent’s answers to
why they don’t use vacation rental sites
were similar to “I do not know what a
vacation rental site is, or offers.”

only one person said that they enjoy
traveling alone

Another said, “Using a vacation rental
site has never crossed my mind.”
And many others said they were nervous about
using vacation rental sites, so they always use
hotels.

Appendices | Research Findings
We noticed that many people also said they
had used VRBO to book their vacation
rentals and later said they had never used
HomeAway.
This made us question if the people who
used VRBO knew that it was a company in
the HomeAway family.

Overall our survey has shown that
HomeAway lacks awareness.
HomeAway needs to increase awareness
through their advertising and target
millennials with a message that explains
their service in an entertaining way.

Appendices | Media Calculations
MEDIUM

PERCENTAGE WEIGHT

AMOUNT

Digital TV

30%

$ 1,500,000

Streaming TV

20%

$ 1,000,000

Apps

15%

$ 750,000

Out-of-Home

35%

$ 1,750,000

Total

100%

$ 5,000,000

Let’s

HomeAway.

The End

